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Fuelled by an increasing probability that President Trump’s promise to lower taxes will
finally be enacted, Wall Street’s upward surge has accelerated to even more dramatic
levels and, riding on those coat tails and the increasing possibility that South Africa
might see a Ramaphosa Presidency, the JSE has been equally jubilant. But jitters are
being exposed in the shape of sharp market reaction to adverse publicity from Steinhoff
and Naspers locally and tech companies on Wall Street.

Meanwhile the underlying issues that have
been driving markets upwards are
obviously speculative while the reality is
that the Trump tax cuts will push American
debt further into long-term unsustainability
and that is increasingly making all markets
look like the Bitcoin bubble. So let us start
by noting that, against a level of 47.675
when last I wrote this column, the 50-year
Robert Schiller Cape Ratio now stands at
48.306 compared with its highest-ever
level of 56.006 in December 1999 ahead of
the bursting of Wall Street’s Dot Com
bubble: that is more than double the
average level of 22.923 since March 1921.

So the obvious question is how much further can markets rise before the bubble bursts? Let us
start where a bursting bubble should logically first happen, with Wall Street’s widest measure
of share price performance, the S&P500 Index which, as my graph above makes clear was
due a brief medium-term retraction (though short-term speculative pressures as designated by
the yellow projection, are still for increases) until the first week of January. ShareFinder still
sees, however, a final peak of this market in the first quarter of 2018, at present setting that
peak on March 20.
What is providing a degree of euphoria, as I have recently highlighted, is the Volatility of the

S&P500 Index which is as low as it has been in a decade. Traditionally, volatility indices are
calculated by measuring the difference between the price high and the price low of each
trading day because it has frequently been noted that this differential tends to widen as market
uncertainty grows. Thus, the fact that the VIX is so low is being taken to imply that investor
uncertainty about the market direction is equally at an historic low. Indeed it is widely reported
that investors are shorting the VIX taking the grossly illogical view that volitality will continue
falling in the medium term.

However, careful scrutiny of the behaviour of this index suggests that low volatility is in fact
indicative of the final exponential stage of markets when everyone including your postman and
your hairdresser are piling in to their new-found wonder of a soaring securities exchange. In
other words, you should expect the VIX to soar only when a new market CRASH has begun.
Thus, I suggest, investors should not take any comfort from the graph VIX graph above.
Tech stocks have taken greater than average strain on Wall Street and so it is useful to also
consider the Nasdaq exchange in which tech stocks are particularly concentrated and here the
peaking of the long-term cycle is particularly evident. ShareFinder senses that a “last gasp”
recovery is imminently due to start after a downturn which began on November 28 but that
recovery is unlikely to last beyond the end of March: see the graph below.

But if Wall Street is showing less price volatility than anyone can remember at this stage of
market maturity, London is offering quite the reverse with prices all over the place: more so
than I have seen it in my entire career. But then of course, British investors are having to deal
with the gross unknown of Brexit: the folly of withdrawing from the EEC with the likelihood of
thousands of jobs to be lost in the City of London and millions of pounds of revenue to be lost.
So perhaps it is not surprising!

Turning to the South African market, we are being pushed from pillar to post by our total
preoccupation about who will run the ANC for the next 18 months or so until the country faces
its next general election with the blithe assumption by the majority that if Cyril Ramaphosa
should win, the country might be saved from State Capture whereas a Nkosazana DlaminiZuma win is generally perceived as promising more of the same graft, corruption and a
stagnant economy. How I wish it could be as simple as that.
Add on top of that the now emerging allegations that Naspers subsidiary Multichoice is
involved in bribes to Gupta-owned companies in return for a change of Government policy on
digital TV encryption which could in theory persuade Chinese authorities to rule against the
special purpose vehicle with which Naspers owns a major share of the Chinese company
Tencent. Add as well the shock of the Steinhoff debacle which is beginning to look for all the
world like one of the biggest South African frauds of all time. Finally add to that the cloud
overhanging EOH Holdings where a subsidiary is alleged to have bribed the chief of police to
secure multi-million Rand contracts, and all is not looking very good locally. Thus the JSE All
Share Index has taken a massive knock as my graph below illustrates:

In the graph on the right I have expanded the Alsi
graph so readers can easily see what ShareFinder
currently predicts is going to happen to the index in
the new year until this time next year; happily a
sideways pattern until the end of May followed by a
recovery. Of course, should Wall Street crash in
the interim that sideways pattern cannot continue.
Sadly, as my Blue Chip Index graph below
illustrates, ShareFinder continues to be far less
optimistic about JSE Blue Chips. Though it senses
a short-term recovery (in yellow) until the first week
of January, ShareFinder senses that it will be down
hill continually until early June.

The Prospects Portfolio
Despite all this bad news, our portfolio established in January 2011 has continued to offer
steady growth at compound 22.4 percent since inception as illustrated by the red trend line on
the graph below and, notwithstanding the, hopefully temporary carnage of our EOH holding, is
still looking very healthy having grown from an original R1-million investment to R3 290 629
and now delivering an annual dividend of R33 520 together with a monthly interest sum of R4
150 from our R750 000 cash reserve.

Here I should point out the importance of diversification even in high-growth portfolios like this
one. EOH in fact only represents 2.1 percent of the value of the portfolio. It would be another
matter indeed if such damage had been visited upon Capitec or Naspers where, despite the
fact that we have sold off a portion of our holdings in these in order to both effect a rebalancing of the portfolio and create a cash reserve ahead of an anticipated market correction,
as the tabulation below shows, our holdings in Capitec represent 16.2 percent and Naspers 15
percent. Cash in fact represents 22.8 percent of our entire holding

While all of these shares are likely to take some strain in the event of a major market correction, I am satisfied that they have the necessary underlying balance sheet strength to recover
well. Given the constraints of Capital Gains taxation, this is the best option, rather than the totally liquidation of the portfolio in anticipation of a market crash which, as recent events have
shown us, could easily be many months (or just a few days) away from us.
Were I more positive about the prospects of the market at present, the shares that I would currently consider adding would be Richemont, Cashbuild, Adaptit, Old Mutual and Mondi.
Finally, may I wish you everything you would wish yourselves over the festive season. I am off
to circumnavigate New Zealand and Tasmania!

JSE Blue Chips to consider:

Top London Stock Exchange Performers:

Top New York Performers:

Top Australian Performers

Reproduced from Investecs’s Monthly View publication

Examining the case for cryptocurrencies
By Patrick Lawlor
The rise and rise of cryptocurrencies like bitcoin might raise fears of a financial bubble.
But even a crash would not undermine the case for the technologies that underpin them
– and may even help establish them as widely used currencies.
Anyone who has been following the price of bitcoin and other cryptocurrencies this year will
know what volatility means. As I write these words, the digital currency has just fallen 29%
from its record high of just
under US$8000, hit less
than one week previously,
and is now around its end of
October
level
of
US$6449.78.
Figure 1: Volatile bitcoin
Great returns despite extreme
volatility
doesn’t
sound like a bad thing, but is
it really? Investors should be
wary of any asset that looks
like it could be a speculative
bubble and understand the
implications of a major blowout, should it happen. At the
same time, the mere appearance of a speculative rise in
a particular asset’s price
should not on its own be
enough to dismiss the concept out of hand.
As investors, it’s our job to not just look beyond the hype, but also examine ‘the hype about the
hype’ and to try to make an objective decision. In this piece, I’ll look into the concept of cryptocurrencies, give the current boom context in terms of previous asset bubbles and booms, and
then focus on the investment cases for cryptocurrencies and what role they (and the technologies behind them) can play. I’ll avoid technical deep dives into the inner worlds of cryptocurrencies and blockchains – there is plenty of material out there for those willing to explore it more.
Despite this and other previous major falls this year (see the Bloomberg chart Figure 1 from 13
November), holders of bitcoin would still be in a profitable position if they’d held it since January, and even more so if they’d held it for a few years – buying it at US$1000 in early 2014
would have been a good decision in retrospect. Latecomers to the party may also be celebrating their gains – in early October it was trading at around US$4400.

What is a cryptocurrency?
A cryptocurrency is a virtual currency that exists outside of the traditional system of currencies,
both fiat currencies and those backed by assets like precious metals, with new currency
earned through a system of ‘mining’. With cryptocurrencies, computing power is effectively lent
in order to service the network, and in return you get new units of the currency. Services include securing the network and checking or verifying entries.
Bitcoin rewards miners for solving each ‘block’ (a group of transaction entries) by finding its
‘hash’, a kind of puzzle that then allows you to move onto the next one in the chain. This is

where the term ‘blockchain’ comes from. Because there is a finite amount of each currency,
the puzzles become more and more difficult and expensive to mine (requiring more computing
power), much like a physical mine.
Each cryptocurrency or protocol is different (for example, with Ethereum, you’re required to
verify smart contracts to earn the currency). What they share in common is the use of a peer-to
-peer network to record and verify transactions. Unlike a traditional payment system where
there is one single gateway through which transactions are verified (and are hence potentially
exposed to hacking), this network of verifications, or distributed ledger as it’s called, makes it
virtually impossible to hack.
This means transactions via a cryptocurrency are fast, anonymous, irreversible, and globally
accessible. These characteristics make cryptocurrencies attractive to many different kinds of
users. For example, it seems like the perfect currency for the underworld, such as dealing in
illicit goods or services, like human trafficking or banned substances. More prosaically, in a
world in which we’re being pushed towards cashless transactions (online purchases or using
your mobile phone in a store), cryptocurrency can fill a gap for those who have always preferred to transact with cash. Think of markets in poorer countries, where physical US dollars
have traditionally been a prized unit of exchange.
If they are to take off as prized units of exchange, it will be as a result of these characteristics:
anonymity, security and being a store of value when other currencies are being debased (or
are at least not trusted).
It’s no coincidence that the Bitcoin protocol was launched in 2009, in the wake of the global crisis when people feared for the future of the financial system itself. Threats in recent years to
organisations like the European Union and its common currency, the euro, would have heightened these worries.
In these cases, a currency outside of the fiat currency system with a finite stock of money, and
which can only be unlocked by highly complex algorithms, has immense appeal. The problem
of hoarding One of the characteristics of a good currency is certainty of value. A currency is of
little use as a means of exchange if its value fluctuates sharply over time.
Think of the problems of
inflation or deflation.
In the former case, the value of the currency falls rapidly and sellers of goods
and services are constantly
hiking their prices. In the
latter, holders of the currency are inclined to hoard
units of it, delaying purchases of goods and services in the expectation
that they will become
cheaper.
Something similar is happening with bitcoins and
other
cryptocurrencies.
Holders are buying them to
speculate or invest, in the
hope of making a profit. It’s
interesting to note that until

recently, a large chunk of the demand for virtual currency has come out of China, a country
with very high rates of savings and a dearth of safe assets to invest in.
However hoarding takes the cryptocurrencies out of circulation. Why buy goods with it when
your bitcoins are going to be worth so much more in a month’s time? The big question is how
much longer these currencies can keep going up (notwithstanding the wild swings over the
short term). And if they do come back down again, will it be in the form of a crash or a mere
correction?
See also the chart for platinum (in US dollars) at various stages, including the late 1970s and
just before the 2008 global
financial crisis. Both occasions
saw
precipitous
gains, before falling sharply. The bitcoin chart of recent months bears a remarkable resemblance to
these charts on their way
up, as it does with other
bubbles of yesteryear,
such as the Tulip bubble
and the South Sea bubble.
Presumably the resemblance will be shared on
the way down as well.
The rise and rise of bitcoin
and its cousins makes
them look very much like a
bubble. A chart of bitcoin
over the last year or so
looks suspiciously like that
of various other bubble assets of previous years.
See for instance the chart
for the Nasdaq (a proxy for the tech and dotcom bubbles of the time) in the late 1990s and
2000. Figure 3: Platinum price (US dollars/ounce)
Unfortunately, the charts don’t tell us at what point the crash comes. Bitcoin could continue to
rise for a while longer – it’s futile calling its peak. This is also not a question that’s unique to
cryptocurrencies: they are merely an extreme example of something that has been going on
across a broad range of asset classes, including equities, bonds and art (and the Nasdaq, as
our chart shows).
The Economist recently ran a cover article called ‘The bull market in everything’, citing the role
of extremely loose monetary policy, in the form of very low or zero interest rates and asset purchase programmes, in pushing up prices and valuations. Despite this, there has been no associated rise in inflation (yet).
The Economist suggests this is because of a desire to save in many of the world’s leading
economies, where ageing populations are setting aside a larger share of their income for retirement than in previous times. As an asset that offers no yield (like gold) a cryptocurrency can do
well in an environment where interest rates are very low. A shock to the system could change
things – but it depends on what form that shock takes. A debt crisis in China or an outbreak of
hostilities in Korea could tip the world into recession or deflate asset prices sharply. However,
depending on the nature of the crisis, this could hurt or boost cryptocurrencies. If rates rise
sharply in response to higher inflation, this would make traditional, leading fiat currencies more
attractive and hurt the so-called ‘risk assets’ like equities and cryptocurrencies. However, if

governments and central banks try to keep rates low and adopt stimulatory measures out of
fear of making conditions even worse, this could make the cryptocurrencies more attractive.
But what if cryptocurrencies crash on their own? A government clampdown or a major initial
coin offering going sour
might instil panic among
investors and speculators. At current levels, the
impact would be relatively
small. On 15 November,
the combined market
capitalisation of the top
five cryptocurrencies was
about US$182bn (bitcoins
make up US$116bn of
that). This is insignificant
when compared with the
outstanding amount of global currency of US$6 trillion or the US$22.6 trillion market cap of the
S&P 500 at 30 September 2017.
It depends on where the prices peak. For the moment, the cryptocurrency investor pool is
small. Another tenfold rise in bitcoin would perhaps not be too damaging either, but from thereon we don’t know. The higher it goes, the greater the number of investors who are likely to enter near the peak and suffer from a crash.
The positive sides to a crash A cryptocurrency crash could have positive effects too. One potential outcome would be to flush out speculators and hoarders and to put the currency back
into circulation. Once the cryptocurrencies find their level and volatility decreases, they would
then become useful as a means of exchange and start to have a genuine impact on the monetary system.
Central bankers would have to start accounting for them in their own policies, depending on
whether they want to boost liquidity or constrain it. This has all sorts of implications for how inflation will be managed in the future, bearing in mind that the central banks will not have any
means of controlling the issuances of virtual currencies.
Another positive impact will occur if there is an overinvestment in useful technologies as a result of the boom in cryptocurrencies. Here the examples of two bubbles from the past are informative. In the 1840s, the UK was swept up by a frenzy for a revolutionary technology of its
time: railways. Money poured into railway firms from eager investors and thousands of miles of
railroad were laid. Most of the companies went bust and investors lost out, but the transport
infrastructure proved to be a boon for the UK economy over the years that followed.
Railway firms consolidated and the new lines helped sustain the nascent Industrial Revolution
and make the UK the most industrialised economy in the world. The ordinary population also
benefited from an efficient and affordable transport system.
A similar thing happened during the so-called dotcom boom of the late 1990s and early 2000s.
Vast sums were invested in networking and telecommunications infrastructure, and we still
benefit from these today.
Should the rise in cryptocurrencies be matched by heavy investment in blockchain-type technologies, then there will be positive spinoffs for other industries as well. Uses like databases
for sharing economy platforms or for clearing and settling transactions are two that spring to
mind, but any activity where there are costs or risks associated with a third-party facilitator
could be a candidate.
A Goldman Sachs report last year suggested smart electricity grids, real estate and anti-money
laundering checks as areas where blockchain technologies can revolutionise the current market. It also may be in the interests of governments and central banks to adopt an ‘if you can’t

beat them, join them’ approach, by issuing their own cryptocurrencies, or by turning their own
currencies into hybrid fiat/cryptocurrencies.
By offering some protection to owners of these currencies (in return for surrendering some anonymity) that the existing cryptocurrency platforms and protocols don’t, they might remove the
incentives to be in the unregulated cryptocurrencies. Of course, if this means that only the underworld transacts in the unregulated currencies, it leaves them open to regulatory clampdowns.
Conclusion While it certainly appears as if a bubble is developing in cryptocurrencies – and is
hence something investors should be wary of – the future for the blockchain technologies that
underpin them looks bright. Even a bursting of the bubble doesn’t change this and should not
sound the death knell for cryptocurrencies themselves. Much depends on how investors, governments and central banks respond.
Further reading: Cryptocurrency By James Surowiecki 23 August 2011, MIT Technology Review Goldman Sachs: 5 practical uses for blockchain — from Airbnb to stock markets By Oscar
Williams-Grut 28 May 2016, Business Insider Special report: Bitcoin’s macro impact 15 September 2017, BCA Research The bull market in everything 7 October 2017, The Economist

